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Tom Davidson, the wizard of race organizers, conjured up a new series that received some 
interest. I decided to join Jodi McIntyre during her pursuit of completing the new Lost Race 
Series, which was a blast from the past. The two of us met up with Mike Barlow, Brian Wil-
liams, and Jim Farrick at the Mill River Recreation Area in North Amherst to run the route of 
the former Amherst Arts Classic 10K. Jodi and I started 5 minutes before Mike, Brian, and Jim. 
Jodi used her trusty paper map to guide us on the circuitous route. About 15 minutes along, 
she says, “no, it’s a right turn.” “Ah, well, I believe it’s a left,” I respond. We didn’t need arbi-
tration. Hey, who knows? I couldn't read the map except for the squiggling lines defining the 
course. We ran a lovely half-mile out-and-back section, encountering pedestrians grasping 
early morning beverages or focusing on their own determined exercise plan. We considered 
each intersection, so time had gone out the window. Time: Somesday, Neversday, Fuzzyday, 
Sweatpantsday, Apatheticday, Lostday, Fried-day (love that calamari), time, what is it good 
for anymore? But where were Mike and Brain? We expected them to be passing us soon. 
Along a hilly section of the course come two male runners followed by Jim Farrick. Mike and 
Brian blaze past us in the opposite direction. Jim decides to hitch his wagon to our train. 
Where were Mike and Brian going, and were they doing another course? Who knew? Jim, 
Jodi, and I run back into the rec area at around 1 hour and 12, 13, or 14 minutes depending 
on if you paused your timing device at each intersection when contemplating the map. Brian 
and Mike ran a nine-mile 10K and the rest of us did about 7.4 miles. It was less about the 
time or the course and more about connecting again (see pics p. 26). Thanks to Tom, we had 
fun getting lost and found. Sarah Nelson got it right; it felt a bit like the Barkley Marathon(s).  

             -Jeannie LaPierre (August 2020) 

Jodi, Jeannie, Mike, Brian, and Jim in Amherst. 
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From the Editor 

The Sugarloaf SUN (2020, Issue #5) 

is a publication of the Sugarloaf Mountain  
Athletic Club (SMAC) and is produced by, for, and  

with the considerable help of its members. 

Ben Kimball, Editor  
Greenfield, MA 01301 

(603) 491-1839 
alpinefin [at] comcast.net 

Please submit your written work or pictures,  
and feel free to send along any comments or questions. 

Special thanks to Jennifer Garrett for proofing assistance. 
Masthead and SMAC logo design by Amy Schmidt Bowse. 

For more about the club and for membership information, 
please visit our website at: www.sugarloafmountainathletic.org 

Publication date: September 1, 2020 

 What more is there really to say at this point? The COVID-
19 pandemic sucks. From shutdowns to quarantines to masks 
to social distancing and endless cancellations, our lives have 
been turned upside down. Add to that everything else that’s 
been going on this year and it’d be hard to find anyone out 
there who doesn’t agree: 2020 has been just awful.  

  In the previous issue of the newsletter, we covered all of 
the ways in which we as runners (and as a club) had adapted 
and carried on despite the trying times. Now, two months 
later, it seems that not much has changed. In-person races 
and group gatherings (above small numbers) are still off, the 
regular events like the summer 5K series didn’t happen, and 
there’s still no clear end in sight, although there have been a 
few hopeful signs of light on the horizon lately. But through it 
all we’ve also seen many encouraging examples of creative 
ways to stay strong and keep on running. This issue continues 
our collective attempt to chronicle the various ways we’ve 
been getting through the current coronavirus episode.  

 We simply can’t heap enough praise on Tom Davidson, 
our virtual race organizer extraordinaire. He has continued to 
nearly single-handedly shepherd inspired series like Seven 
Summits of Summer, Lost Races of the Valley, and more. That 
said, we should also recognize the invaluable contributions of 
John Reino, Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger, Patrick 
Pezzati, Dave Martula and others in service of keeping things 
going. And that’s not even mentioning all the participants 
(see the articles on pp. 5–7 for full lists of all racers).  

Coronavirus Chronicles, Part 3: Still in the Thick of It 

 Also in this issue are articles about epic adventures, some 
at-home attempts to honor the spirit of cancelled races, and 
our understandable frustrations with things; there’s also a list 
of current club members (keeping our fingers crossed for a 
more robust 2021). Thanks for reading, and for the numerous 
positive responses to the previous issue. Once again it’s not 
at all clear what comes next, but hopefully we’ll be back 
again in two months, and hopefully with better news.  

           -Ben  

Stickers!!! 

SMAC stickers like the one below are still available, 
and more will be on order soon, to be distributed 

once we return to in-person events again. 

 The Ashuelot Rail Trail in southwestern New Hampshire (Photo by Jennifer Garrett). 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2020_issue4_JulyAugust.pdf
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The Running Life 

 Graphic design work by Amy Schmidt Bowse 

https://vomax.com/collections/smac
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Member Profile 

Job: I’m a faculty member in the chemistry department at 
UMass Amherst. Mostly I teach. I used to do more research; 
really fun-sounding stuff like “molecular electronic structure 
theory” and “quantum reaction dynamics.” But I realized that 
what I really care about is helping students, so I focus all of 
my attention there now.  

Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what 
brought you to this area? I grew up in NY (am still a Yankees 
fan), went to grad school in Georgia, and came to UMass in 
1996 as a postdoc. So, work brought me here, and then the 
beautiful environment kept me. 

Runner since: What does it mean to be a runner? I did spring 
track in high school and was very casual about running for a 
long time afterward. I didn’t have goals or training objectives 
or anything, so I just went out and ran when I felt like it. In 
that time I saw running as a part of a normally active lifestyle; 
biking to work, hiking, rock climbing, and paddling. I offered 
fitness classes at the Y in Greenfield for about 7 or 8 years, 
and variety in movement was a key part of what we did in 
those classes; building agility, balance, coordination, 
strength, endurance, resilience. Bridget got me to focus more 
on running for the sake of getting good at running, and to 
take running a lot more seriously. Together we’ve set training 
goals, usually aimed at some event that we want to partici-
pate in, and it is a new way of thinking about exercise for me. 
We’ve been doing that for several years now, and although 
I’m not really competitive in the local running scene, it is su-
per fun to be part of a community that shares this passion.  

Personal Records? The non-competitive part of me loses 
track of this stuff. I finished Mt. Toby in a little more than two 
hours, I think, about the same for Mt. Washington. My best 
5K was likely around 23 minutes, that was probably the mug 
run in Turners Falls – Sooooo flat! 

Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise): 
The fact that my favorite running shirts – the Green River 
Marathon volunteer one, and an orange one from the Sum-
mit Run in 2017 – can no longer actually be washed to a state 
of cleanliness. What’s up with that? 

Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”: Ate the most 
pancakes at the SMAC breakfast? I probably didn’t even do 
that, considering Tom was there that day. 

Favorite distance to race/run: I’m most comfortable be-
tween 5K and 10K.  

Favorite place to run: Wow – Wendell state forest, in Erving. 
By a huge margin. Let me use this space to put in a big plug 
for trail runs in Wendell. There are a half dozen starting 
points, and you can build loops on everything from wide, 
smooth logging roads to narrow, winding, rocky, and ankle-
busting trails. It’s pretty hilly; going down and up Baker and 
Saxon Bridge roads always blows me out.  

What’s your favorite local running route? Since we just 
moved to Northampton, literally 3 weeks ago, I’m still look-
ing. We’ve only been on a few runs locally, and I’ll be explor-
ing through the fall to find some routes that match my sched-
ule and fitness level.  

SMAC Member Profile  

Name: Justin Fermann 

Age: 49 

Town: Northampton (as of a couple weeks ago; we moved 

from Montague, where we had been for a long time).  

[Continued next page] Justin and Bridget on Mt. Rainier in Washington state. 
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Member Profile 

Favorite author/book/movie (s): I’m told that 50% of my pop 
cultural references come from either Raising Arizona or The 
Princess Bride, but then again half my T-shirts are Star Wars 
themed. I love sitting by the wood stove reading a thousand-
year old Icelandic Saga. Really. Njall, or Egill – those are some 
awesome stories to read in the dark of winter. 

Favorite running book/film? For this, I lean kind of analytical. 
I like the philosophy and physiology in “Run Less, Run Faster” 
and the training schedules in there really work with my body 
and recovery needs. 

Favorite TV Show: The Mandalorian. Is that a TV show? We 
don’t even have a TV.  

Interests (besides running, of course!): I like making stuff. I’m 
a pretty good blacksmith, an OK glassblower, and a pretty bad 
potter. I find huge satisfaction doing crafts like these, when I 
can make the time. 

Greatest adventure: Bridget and I are closing in on our first 
adventure accomplishment – canoe camping the entire 
length of the CT river. We have about 100 miles to go, and 
countless good stories about the close calls and unexpected 
delights from these trips. Lightning strikes, floods, eagles, 
cattail roots with dinner… 

Recent memorable moment while running? Watching seals 
in the ocean off Nauset Light Beach on Cape Cod while run-
ning on the sand at dawn. 

Cross training activities? Until COVID, climbing was a twice 
weekly activity that seemed to be a really good complement 
to running. We’ll probably start that up again this fall, now 
that some hectic stuff is settling down. I find climbing gets me 
in a similar mindset – focused on the activity, forces other 
worries out of my head – but is just about as different an ac-
tivity as you can imagine.  

Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How 
come? Oh my heavens, cold. Something about my metabo-
lism or body type just makes hot weather really hard. Time of 
day is far less important to me, as long as I’ve had my coffee. 

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I aspirate 
bugs sometimes, especially out on a trail run. Not pleasant, 
even though they are fairly small.  

What was the last running event you participated in? Not 
sure any more, it was so long ago. Probably around when we 
switched from sundials to pendulum clocks to do race times.  

What is your favorite race? Snarky answer: the New England 
Green River Marathon; as volunteers, all we have to do it 
cheer and hand out water. Honest answer: Mt. Toby. It feels 
so good when you stop! 

Favorite non-running activity: Working on crossword puzzles 
with Bridget and our cat Winnie. She’s good with puns. 

What does your daily workout consist of? I wish I had one! 
The move to Northampton – to a house without a working 
shower until yesterday (think hose showers on the deck) – 
coupled with the start of a semester teaching all remote clas-
ses has been a pretty big disruption. But, even when I’m on a 
good schedule, I avoid a “daily workout” that you actually do 
every day. I run a few days of the week, do interval training, 
ride a bike, climb, split and stack firewood, etc. I think that 
variation helps me avoid getting hurt. There’s enough recov-
ery time on any activity so I don’t accumulate to injury. 

Ever been injured? How did it happen? Speaking of injury… 
Yes, but mostly blunt force trauma from tripping on a root or 
rock. Certainly not something I’d brag about. 

What is your diet like? We cook at home, and eat mostly 
plant based, but… Moderation in All Things, including moder-
ation. So, a lot of beans (dry black beans, onion, tomatoes, 
garlic, a hot pepper, and some spices; 30 mins in pressure 
cooker; delicious) and rice, sometimes fish tacos or Mapo 
tofu, punctuated by an occasional Hope and Olive burger.  

Favorite recovery drink: Seasonal. In the cold, a cup of coffee 
with a couple scoops of hot chocolate stirred in. In the hot, 
water is generally fine, unless I did something dumb like miss 
a turn and get lost somewhere in Leverett and get home 
stumbling and dehydrated. Then, an electrolyte mix-in goes a 
long way. 

Article of clothing you own way too many of: Packing and 
moving has made me acutely aware that I have way too much 
of pretty much everything.  

Personal goal for 2020? (or “this season”): Get back into a 
regular routine. As modest as that sounds, it will feel like a 
big step in a good direction for me. 

Why did you join SMAC? To be part of a community. Also, 
Bridget signed me up (see Bridget’s member profile here).  

***** 

 If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming  
SMAC member profile, please contact us at  

alpinefin [at] comcast.net. 

 

 

[Justin Fermann member profile, continued from previous page] 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2017_Annual.pdf
mailto:sugarloafsun@gmail.com
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The Running Life 

Several months ago I mused that dealing with this pan-
demic was going to be like racing a marathon, and feeling like 
we were only a few miles in and had 20+ to go to get to the 
finish line. But I also thought that we would hit the finish line 
by the end of July. I would have scoffed if you had told me 
that the Craftsbury Outdoors Center wouldn’t be hosting run-
ning camps in August. I would have been shocked if you had 
told me that cases would still be rising across the country. 
And yet here we stand, at the tail end of August... I’m at a 
loss to understand how we are where we are. Is it because of 
stupidity? Is it selfishness? Is it driven by partisan politics? A 
bit of each? As a nation we’re clearly not all in this together, 
and with a lack of a unified, science-driven plan, heck, we hit 
that 26-mile mark many months ago and the finish line is still 
nowhere in sight.  

I had sent out an email a few weeks ago saying that If I 
had to rethink it, I’d say we were more in the midst of a 500-
mile ultramarathon, running across the state of Colorado 
with tons of ridges, mountaintops, and river crossings to con-
tend with. The truth is I know next to nothing about how to 
navigate an ultra, where it’s all about pacing, sleep, and man-
aging your nutrition. I suggested that if you wanted to follow 
the amazing Courtney Dauwalter as she attempted her solo 
500-mile ultra across Colorado, check out her Instagram feed.  

Ironically, Courtney’s attempt to set the fastest known 
time (FKT) on this route only got her a bit more than halfway 
across the mountains when she succumbed to the altitude, 
the dust, and the relentless stress of the journey. She wound 

up in a hospital for several days to be treated for acute bron-
chitis. So yes, that was quite the metaphor I chose! You can 
see how it all went here on her Instagram account.  

 With no real (i.e., non-virtual) races on the horizon, this is 
a great time to rethink your training plans and consider doing 
Lydiard-based aerobic work. His program is widely considered 
the gold standard of training methods for runners; however, I 
believe that while it works for the world-class elite athletes 
who need to peak for perhaps two or three big races a year, it 
unfortunately is not designed for the typical local runner who 
is racing literally every month. Until now. Where there are no 
races on the horizon. So this is really the perfect time to focus 
on building that strong aerobic base that will pay off big-time 
once (if) we ever start racing again. For those of you unfamil-
iar with Lydiard’s system, here is a short introduction to it at 
Runner’s World online.  

 And if you’re thinking of training for a marathon or half 
marathon once (if) this pandemic ever goes away and have 
training questions about the Lydiard program, feel free to 
email me at auskernlaw@gmail.com.  

 The very best training advice for now? -- Stay healthy, eat 
healthy, wear a mask in public, and wash your hands with hot 
water and soap. And yes, social distancing is still a thing! See 
you out on the roads.  

***** 

Barry is a SMAC member from Bernardston. 

Running through the Apocalypse 2: The Corona Ultra 

by Barry Auskern 

What we were really all missing this summer was the 
sound of that fateful word “GO!” as Don Grant shouts it 
from atop the picnic table bench while Sue Grant diligently 
pushes the button on the timer. The Tuesday Night North-
ampton Cross-Country 5K Races have been a staple on the 
summer calendar for many years with some of us having 
run the event hundreds and hundreds of times. This sum-
mer, being 2020, there were no races at the storied Burts 
Pit road course due to restrictions on groups and the inter-
est in the well-being of our participants and race directors. 
But the course has remained open to the public and in Au-
gust the Northampton 5K XC Virtual Race series took place.  

Racers ran on their own, starting at the faded yellow 
line in the parking lot and logged their times online when 
they finished. To be included in the results for the week 
racers needed to log a time between 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday 
and 6:29 p.m. the following Tuesday. Feedback from partic-
ipants ranged from those that were glad to be encouraged 
to come out and run the course and race again, to the more 
cautious-minded about the presence on the course of un-
leashed dogs and unmasked owners. All in all, the event 
was a success and while the results may not earn an official 
entry on the “Grant Index Card Results File” they will still 
count as a SMAC race highlight for the Summer of 2020. 

The Improvised 2020 NoHo 5K Series 
by Tom Davidson 

https://www.instagram.com/courtneydauwalter/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDtU_Z1A0fx/
https://www.runnersworld.com/advanced/a20803196/just-what-is-a-lydiard-base-phase/
mailto:auskernlaw@gmail.com
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Virtual Racing 

Things were looking up for some SMAC runners this sum-
mer as they completed the club’s Seven Summits of Summer 
Virtual Race Series. Hill workouts have long been a part of the 
running routine for many of us, especially in the spring, and 
this series put those quads to the test. Participants had seven 
weeks to climb each of the seven summits in the series and 

2020 Seven Summits of Summer Virtual Race Series 

by Tom Davidson 

six runners were able to complete them all. The routes were 
a mix of roads and trails and included Mt. Sugarloaf, Mt. Tom 
(twice), Mt. Toby, Mt. Holyoke, Bare Mtn., and the infamous 
Crittenden Hill climb from the Bridge of Flowers race.  

Here are the final results:  

Crittenden Hill (Shelburne Falls/Buckland) 

1. Lorin DeLisle - 6:59 

2. Amy Rusiecki - 7:00 

3. Lisa DeLisle - 8:06 

4. Brian Williams - 8:13 

5. Mike Murphy - 8:30 

6. Sarah Nelson - 8:42 

7. Kathie Williams - 17:44 

8. Meghan Williams - 17:44 

 

Bare Mountain (Amherst) 

1. Kevin Kells - 6:27 

2. Elena Betke-Brunswick - 7:27 

3. Amy Rusiecki - 7:29 

4. Sarah Nelson - 9:04 

5. Brian Williams - 9:11 

6. Lorin DeLisle - 9:12 

7. Lisa DeLisle - 10:11 

8. Phil Bricker - 11:02 

9. Kathie Williams - 14:28 

 

SMAC SUPER SUMMITTERS AWARDS: 

These people climbed all seven summits in 
the series! 

Amy Rusiecki 

Lorin DeLisle 

Lisa DeLisle 

Kathie Williams 

Brian Williams 

Mt. Sugarloaf (South Deerfield) 

1. Stephen Kerr - 5:32 

2. Kevin Kells - 6:51 

3. Patrick Pezzati - 7:37 

4. Amy Rusiecki - 7:56 

5. Brian Williams - 8:18 

6. Sarah Nelson - 9:22 

7. Lorin DeLisle - 10:06 

8. Lisa DeLisle - 11:02 

9. Phil Bricker - 11:06 

10. Ben Bensen - 11:46 

11. Kathie Williams - 14:55 

 

Mt. Holyoke (Hadley) 

1. Kevin Kells - 13:04 

2. Brian Williams - 15:20 

3. Amy Rusiecki - 15:36 

4. Sarah Nelson - 16:30 

5. Mike Murphy - 16:43 

6. Rob Bayliss - 16:45 

7. Lorin DeLisle - 17:23 

8. Lisa DeLisle - 18:16 

9. Phil Bricker - 19:38 

10. Kathie Williams - 22:00 

 

Mt. Toby (Sunderland) 

1. Kevin Kells - 10:34 

2. Amy Rusiecki - 12:15 

3. Mark Staples - 12:17 

4. Patrick Pezzati - 12:18 

5. Dawn Montague - 14:49 

6. Alicia Clemente - 15:03 

7. Lorin DeLisle - 15:42 

8. Phil Bricker - 17:33 

9. Lisa DeLisle - 17:42 

10. Kathie Williams - 33:34 

 

Mt. Tom - B-17 (Holyoke) 

1. Kevin Kells - 9:48 

2. Mark Staples - 11:08 

3. Amy Rusiecki - 11:37 

4. Mike Murphy - 12:10 

5. Brian Williams - 12:47 

6. Lorin DeLisle - 13:31 

7. Sarah Nelson - 13:42 

8. Lisa DeLisle - 14:33 

9. Kathie Williams - 20:58 

 

Mt. Tom - Reservation Rd (Easthampton) 

1. Mark Staples - 3:01* 

2. Amy Rusiecki - 3:29 

3. Brian Williams - 3:56 

4. Sarah Nelson - 4:05 

5. Mike Murphy - 4:12 

6. Lorin DeLisle - 4:39 

6. Lisa DeLisle - 4:39 

8. Becky Mitchell - 4:43 

9. Katie Carr - 4:59 

10. Kathie Williams - 6:13 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lisa.delisle.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVhMX4ZmPyFV2limCSg0o5i3dPcRGbjJAQrWBDlrLghFnCfyuWE-zlKdbsTf3N4Z1uMOe9A7lLwQ-7dyhrmPuWKjJy3Oe4n2xPGRlgzKk84MRmYr1reEEwxRTGMwx_FewH5t930foJEEWdjM5Honz1E9DZ9GLgJ_iWM2luHROlh_5OquzKe4Nq-dLxOjx7W8BI&__tn__=-
https://www.facebook.com/kathie.williams.94?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVhMX4ZmPyFV2limCSg0o5i3dPcRGbjJAQrWBDlrLghFnCfyuWE-zlKdbsTf3N4Z1uMOe9A7lLwQ-7dyhrmPuWKjJy3Oe4n2xPGRlgzKk84MRmYr1reEEwxRTGMwx_FewH5t930foJEEWdjM5Honz1E9DZ9GLgJ_iWM2luHROlh_5OquzKe4Nq-dLxOjx7W8BI&__tn
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008499549318&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVhMX4ZmPyFV2limCSg0o5i3dPcRGbjJAQrWBDlrLghFnCfyuWE-zlKdbsTf3N4Z1uMOe9A7lLwQ-7dyhrmPuWKjJy3Oe4n2xPGRlgzKk84MRmYr1reEEwxRTGMwx_FewH5t930foJEEWdjM5Honz1E9DZ9GLgJ_iWM2luHROlh_5OquzKe4Nq-dLxO
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of the Valley  
by Tom Davidson 

Virtual Racing 

Lost Races of the Valley Grand Prix Series Final Standings 

Over the past two decades of running in the valley I have 
seen many races of all sizes and distances come and go. I’ve 
watched 10K classics disappear from the calendar only to be 
replaced by 5Ks and 8Ks. While some of the new races are 
welcome challenges with new places to see and test myself 
against, I still find myself going back to those old courses in 
my training. Out of this revisiting of past running routes and 
these strange times we call 2020 was born the Lost Races of 
the Valley virtual race series. Participants had one week to 
run the route as many times as they liked, and the best times 
would be posted at the end of the week. Racers could also 
earn points for each race based on finishing time and race 
distance towards the Series Title.  

Revived races included in the series were:  

 -Race #1: The YMCA 10K in Northampton  

 -Race #2: The Rafter’s College Town Classic 5-miler  

 -Race #3: The Amherst Arts Classic 10K 

  -Race #4: The Cave Hill Classic 5-miler in Leverett  

 Complete results for each individual race are listed on the 
following page, along with a brief synopsis of how each one 
went. It was fun to revisit these old favorites. Maybe once 
the whole pandemic thing is over we’ll see some of them re-
turn for real. Thanks to all for running!  
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Virtual Racing 

Race #1 was the YMCA 10K in Northampton. A staple on 
the calendar from the later years of the 20th century it fea-
tured such course highlights as the ascent of Hospital Hill and 
a loop around Childs Park.  

 Results:  

1. Karen McAmis — 49:33 

2. Wendy Foster — 50:10 

3. Mike Barlow — 50:10  

4. Lorin DeLisle — 52:18 

5. Sarah Nelson — 52:48 

6. Jim Farrick — 53:03 

7. Lisa DeLisle — 55:32 

8. Jodi McIntyre — 1:02:09 

 

For race #2 the series crossed the river to Amherst for 
the revival of the Rafter’s College Town Classic 5-miler. This 
race was a recent casualty in the race calendar and ran each 
spring for many years. Highlights of this route included a run 
through the UMass campus, downtown Amherst and a giant 
downhill finish.  

Results: 

1. Karen McAmis — 38.33 

2. Wendy Foster — 39:07 

3. Mike Barlow — 39:44 

4. Lorin DeLisle — 41:15 

5. Lisa DeLisle — 44:05 

6. Jodi McIntyre — 47:31 

7. Jim Farrick — 49:00  

 

Race #3 stayed in Amherst, and for many participants 
proved to be the most challenging of them all. The Amherst 
Arts Classic 10K was a fall race around the roads of North 
Amherst, passing Puffer’s Pond and Cushman Village. While 
links to the course were posted via a Strava map, the many 
roads of the area sent some runners off course and added 
distances! (All lost participants were awarded extra mileage 
points for their extra effort!) This race showed that while vir-
tual racing can be easy and flexible in terms of time and pace, 
it can be challenging in terms of race organizing and commu-
nication. (See Jeannie LaPierre’s “Lost in Amherst” race re-
port on the cover page of this issue.) 

Results: 

1. Wendy Foster — 47:24 

2. Karen McAmis — 47:30 

3. Mike Barlow — 49:20 

4. Lorin DeLisle — 49:31 

5. Brian Williams — 49:40 

6. Sarah Nelson — 50:18 

7. Lisa DeLisle — 54:23 

8. Jim Farrick — 1:01:00 

9. Jodi McIntyre (7.34 
 miles oops!) — 1:14:51 

10. Jeannie LaPierre  
 (7.34 miles) — 1:14:52  

 

The final race in the series sent the runners north to Lev-
erett for a peaceful lap along rolling hills and dirt roads. The 
Cave Hill Classic 5-miler in its heyday featured a sendoff by 
chanting Buddhist monks at the Leverett Peace Pagoda. While 
we could not replicate that for our series we did still keep the 
shady descent down along Rattlesnake Gutter road and the 
exciting climb to the finish up Cave Hill road. (This was also 
the only race in the series that required a slight modification 
to the route to go around private property crossed with per-
mission during the original race.) 

Results: 

1. Patrick Pezzati — 39:59 

2. Karen McAmis — 42:26 

3. Wendy Foster — 42:42 

4. Michael Barlow — 43:19 

5. Sarah Nelson — 44:24 

6. Brian Williams — 44:58 

7. Lorin DeLisle — 45:11 

8. Lisa DeLisle — 53:31 

9. Jim Farrick — 54:40 

10. Jodi McIntyre — 55:56 

11. Kathie Williams — 1:19:00 

Triumphant Tom Davidson 
(photo by Ben Kimball) 
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In January I registered for an alpine 60K out in Colorado 
that was scheduled for August. Because I’m hopelessly opti-
mistic, for the first couple of months of the pandemic I 
thought there might be a chance for the U.S. to get the coro-
navirus under control and for me to travel west to run 
around in the San Juan mountains. I set up my training plan 
and stuck to it with a fair amount of discipline through the 
winter and spring. Alas.  

Way back in the winter, my friend Brian had mentioned 
the Pemigewasset Loop in the White Mountains of New 
Hampshire as a near-perfect 50K distance with a whole lot of 
vertical, so it was on my radar. Then, in late-June, I figured 
that since I was pretty well trained and feeling good coming 
off a backyard 50K, I may as well try for something more epic 
this summer while the weather was good.  

Backpacker magazine has named the Pemi Loop as the 
second hardest dayhike in America. They write, “from Lincoln 
Woods trailhead on the Kancamagus Highway (NH 112), this 
circuit chugs up and over eight craggy 
4,000-footers: the four peaks of Fran-
conia Ridge (Flume, Liberty, Lincoln, 
and Lafayette), and Mts. Garfield, 
South Twin, and the Bonds.” The eleva-
tion change is 18,000 feet. Most peo-
ple take a couple days to cover the 
distance, but running it in one day was 
an appealing challenge.  

Andrew, who I’d met at the casual 
50K in June, was planning to run the 
Pemi Loop on July 24. After some fairly 
last-minute attempts to get others to 
join, schedules and training kept the 
group to just us two.  

Initially I planned to camp the 
night before, but Alex, the friend I 
drove up with, was not feeling the 
camping plan so we opted for a motel. 
Such a good choice! I had lights and 
running water, could lay out all my gear, fret about it, re-pack 
everything twice, and still get a good night’s sleep. Also, a 
microwave so I could make corn on the cob at 11 p.m. (one 
of my top favorite nighttime ways to eat carbs).  

 We met Andrew at the trailhead at 4:30 a.m. in full 
darkness. I handed off a few gels, snacks, and sunscreen to 
Andrew’s extremely generous wife Brittney. She was hiking 

for the day, and she’d offered to carry and drop my extras at 
Galehead Hut.  

Andrew and I, plus his dog Moses, set out across the 
bridge at the trailhead a bit before 5:00 a.m., as the first light 
began fading into the eastern sky. My new headlamp was 
great, super bright, and lightweight. It cast plenty of light for 
both of us to run by.  

We chose to take the clockwise direction on the loop, 
which meant heading north up the Lincoln Woods Trail and 
then turning left up the Osseo Trail; that’s the start of the 
climbing. Andrew and I did a lot of chatting for the first few 
miles, so the time passed quickly.  

Just about 4 miles in is where the trees start to get 
scrawnier and the views open up. The sun was fully up by 
then, and the soft early morning light cast a gorgeous glow on 
everything. About a mile later, we reached Mount Flume and 
took a whole lot of photos. I was a bit giddy at this point--full 
of energy and surrounded by open rock.  

Miles 5 through 11 are amazing, following the popular 
(for very good reasons) Franconia Ridge Trail, ascending and 
descending Mt. Liberty, Little Haystack, Mt. Lincoln, and Mt. 
Lafayette. It was clear early in the day that Andrew was faster 
than me, so we established a pattern of him running ahead to 
the next summit and resting and taking photos while I caught 
up. This worked well for a while, but I encouraged him to go 

The Pemi Loop, or I Love Cheap Thrills 

by Dawn Montague 

Adventure Running 

[Continued next page] 

Dawn at daybreak, above treeline in the White Mountains (photo by Andrew Skrabak). 

https://www.backpacker.com/trips/america-s-hardest-dayhikes
https://www.backpacker.com/trips/america-s-hardest-dayhikes
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[Pemi Loop, continued from previous page] 

on ahead if he felt motivated. Eventually, we parted ways 
somewhere before Mount Garfield and he finished his loop 
well ahead of me. Since cell signal was spotty, we weren’t 
able to reconnect until later in the evening, but he ended 
up having a good day in the mountains too.  

In preparing for the day, I read a fair amount of trip 
reports and talked to people who had done the Pemi Loop 
before. I knew that after the wide-open vistas of the alpine 
zone on Franconia Ridge I’d be in for what everyone says is 
the toughest stretch: the Garfield Ridge Trail. In hindsight, I 
may be remembering it as being worse than it was, but my 
memory is of interminable stretches of piles of slippery, 
steep, wet rocks that comprise the “trail” here.  

I’d been slipping some in earlier parts of the day, but it 
was here that I learned exactly how little traction I was go-
ing to get. I cursed my shoes, the rocks, the trail builders, 
my lack of rock hopping skills. It was a rough point of the 
day, I felt quite disheartened, and I was glad to be alone; 
that way I could make my way carefully over the wet rocks 
and swear as much as I wanted. I may have been some-
what overcautious, and it did slow me down some but it 
was an easy choice to trade off in favor of actually finishing 
the loop uninjured. I’m in awe of those of you who can run 
this stuff, and motivated to improve my technical skills.  

I made it to Galehead Hut just before noon, refilled my 
water, and mixed up my Tailwind drink (I’d finished the 3 
liters of Tailwind I started out with). I stuck around longer 
than I otherwise might have, since I didn’t catch an earlier 

Adventure Running 

Dawn on Franconia Ridge, with Cannon Cliff in the background. 

Andrew and Moses (the dog) approaching the top 
of Mt. Flume (photo by Dawn Montague). 

[Continued next page] 
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[Pemi Loop, continued from previous page] 

text from Andrew about where to find the drop bag. After 
dawdling on the lawn, I went inside and described Andrew to 
the person staffing the hut and asked if he’d seen him. 
Turned out he had—my drop bag was safely on the side 
porch, so I got to reapply sunscreen and eat the package of 
Oreos that my parents had given me for the trip.  

My fueling strategy was simple, and based on what has 
worked for me in other long runs. I ate a combination of nut 
butter packets and Huma gels (which are much tastier than 
most other brands I’ve tried, and don’t mess with my guts) 
about every hour or so. Since I had calories in my hydration 
pack too, this felt like enough to keep my energy level. In a 
race with aid stations, I would probably be eating a bunch of 
random snacks, so the Oreos filled that niche nicely.  

Galehead Hut is about the halfway point of the loop. 
There’s one more tough climb up to South Twin and then the 
trail starts to really open back up again (and I could see much 
of the route I’d been on in the morning). The trails after Gale-
head were much more populated than the first half of the 
hike. There were a few spots where hikers and I maneuvered 

around each other more awkwardly than we might other-
wise, due to COVID. I was wearing a buff that I pulled up in 
close quarters, and others had a variety of face coverings.  

I love to eat wild foods on my runs, and the ridge ap-
proaching Mt. Bond and Bondcliff was covered with wild 
blueberries. I ate plenty—fuel for both my body and spirits—
and soaked up the afternoon sun.  

Coming off the ridge and dropping back into the shady 
woods was bittersweet. I knew the footing would be easier 
for the rest of the day, and that I would be near the river 
soon so there was no longer any need to conserve water. But 
I was bummed to reach the end of the alpine zone.  

Choosing the clockwise route means that the last few 
miles follow the gentle and wide Lincoln Woods Trail along 
an old railroad bed. Some other runners dislike this section, 
since it’s definitely somewhat anticlimactic after the rest of 
the scenery. I was tremendously relieved, both by how easy it 
was and the fact that I could actually run. By the time I 
reached the easy part I’d been on my feet for over 11 hours, 
so the fact that I could finish the final hour at a decent pace 

Adventure Running 

This is a trail (photo by Dawn Montague). Top and Bottom: the Pemi Loop (photos by Andrew Skrabak). 

[Continued next page] 
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was a solid achievement for me. I told my legs to move, and 
they did. This felt… good. Also satisfying.  

I crossed the bridge over the East Branch of the Pemi-
gewasset River at 5:30 in the afternoon, for a total time of 12 
hours and 40 minutes to complete the Pemi Loop. It was the 
longest day yet for me, and the most elevation by far 
(something like 9,200 feet).  

After wandering around the packed parking lot for a cou-
ple minutes, I found Alex waiting for me. We went back to 
the river, and I plonked down in it for a good soak and cool 
down. Aside from a few bumps and scrapes I was in good 
shape, and starting to feel hungry for actual food. He listened 
to me complain about my shoes, and like a good friend/crew 
helped shepherd me in my “mostly lucid but maybe also 
zonked” state toward dinner and the long drive home.  

Recovering from this outing was a bit different than other 
ultras I’ve done. In some ways I recovered more quickly; since 
I wasn’t running the whole time the impact stresses on my 
body were less. But the huge elevation gain and long hours 
did take a toll. I had some muscle soreness deep in my quads 
for a full week afterward, which was atypical for me. Now, a 
month later, I’m all healed up and ready for the next thing 
(whatever that is!).  

It’s likely that nearly all of you reading this share the ex-
perience of planning for a race and then having it get can-
celled. I see a lot of you running in virtual events, going for 
FKTs, and just enjoying your time out there. I’m grateful to 
have friends willing to plan and participate in ridiculous 
outings like this. And, I’m hoping to have another go at the 
Pemi Loop this season, next time in new shoes with better 
traction. I’ll happily take the miles of scrambling over wet 
boulders if it gives me hours under the open sky.  

***** 

Dawn is the president of SMAC. She lives in Turners Falls. 

Adventure Running 
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Aftersoak (photo by Alex Peterkin). 

Whee! (photo by Andrew Skrabak). 

Bondcliff (B. Kimball photo). 
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I sit in my backyard, completely comfortable in the old 
camp chair, eyes glazed as I stare in Grant’s direction. My 
shower and bed (and kitty cats) are mere feet away inside my 
house, and the temptation to give in to these creature com-
forts is intense. I have run 100K since the previous night. I’m 
unaware of the time, other than to recognize that it’s mid-
morning. The humidity is high but the temperature hasn’t 
crept up too much yet. My energy is low, and I fight the urge 
to go inside, take a shower, and snuggle in bed with my 
kitties. I try to break the momentum of sitting… I try to focus 
my eyes and show some connection to the world.  

While my outward movements show only minimal signs 
of life, my mind is alive with an internal ping-pong match. I 
know I still have nearly 40 miles to go if I want to complete 
my goal of running a hundred miles. I think to the 60 or more 
folks who donated to Vermont Adaptive on my behalf; I can’t 
imagine facing them and saying, “I just didn’t feel like running 
anymore… sorry!” Why did I publish an UltraRunning maga-
zine article saying I would run 100 miles this weekend? Chalk 
that up to yet another “seemed like a good idea at the time” 
moment when I wrote it back in April.  

However, this is a stupid, arbitrary thing that I decided to 
do – running 100 miles on my local roads and trails. What 
happens if I stop now or don’t finish? Nothing! No results will 
show me as a DNF, just as nothing will “record” my finish if I 
am successful. No one cares. No one would judge me if I run 
just 100K rather than 100 miles today. Nothing is resting on 
my completion other than my mind and my pride. 

I can’t stop my journey, though; I can’t face the feeling of 
failure that goes along with that. But I don’t feel like moving 
anymore. And so I sit, paralyzed in my backyard, mind slug-
gishly racing with all the reasons to stop yet all the rationale 
to carry on, trying to muster the energy to continue, trying to 
gain the strength to resist my home. Which is right there. 

How did I get here?  

~~~~~ 

The idea to run 100-miles from my house was a COVID-
inspired brain surge, made in the heat of the moment in April 
after I announced the cancellation of the 2020 Vermont 100 
race. In my emotional state, the idea of running 100 miles on 
the original VT100 weekend seemed to make sense. It put joy 
in my heart, as I thought back to my six VT100 finishes, and 
the sadness I felt when I knew that RD-ing the race meant 
giving up running it myself. I somehow convinced myself that 
a silver lining of the 2020 race cancellation was that I could 

get back to how my relationship with Vermont 100 started, 
by running 100 miles in mid-July. 

In the months between the cancellation and VT100 week-
end, I of course let folks know of my plan to run 100 miles. As 
mentioned, it was the subject of my July article for Ultrarun-
ning. I also started a fundraising page, as the cancellation of 
the race also mean a great reduction in the funds that we 
generated for the race’s beneficiary, Vermont Adaptive Ski & 
Sports. I knew that they needed as much support as they 
could get, and I hoped that getting folks to donate to my ad-
venture would motivate me during my low moments. In a 
way, I was trying to stack the deck a bit, and put myself in a 
position to succeed (or feel like a complete ass if I quit early).  

The last few weeks before I would begin, I reached out to 
numerous running friends to find folks to pace me along my 
journey. One benefit of running 100 miles on my own was 
that I could start whenever I wanted to, and could just plan to 
double back to my house (a.k.a. my aid station) every few 
hours. It made for easy logistics, and folks would just show up 
at my house to run for a set time, and it didn’t matter how 
many miles I had under my belt. In a traditional 100-mile 
race, folks would meet you at an aid station that was a cer-
tain mileage in… so depending on how the day was going, the 
window of when a runner arrives can be pretty wide.  

I planned to start my run at midnight on July 17, taking 
advantage of a few hours of sleep on Friday, and then getting 
in some solid miles before the heat and humidity of Saturday 
would inevitably slow me down. I had Kristin Loiko and Craig 
Reed volunteer to join me at midnight, and from there it was 
a constant revolving door of friends who would be logging 
miles and motivating me throughout the day. Kristin was 
turning 40 a few weeks after my adventure, so she decided to 
run 40 miles with me! I am so fortunate to have amazing (and 
sometimes crazy) friends.  

With a few days to go, I had an awesome crew of runners 
lined up. Simultaneously, I had spent the several prior days of 
my day job coordinating to erect a cooling shelter for the 
homeless within Amherst, as a heat wave was predicted dur-
ing my 100-mile run. This was an odd time, as my work obli-
gations were adding anxiety to my extracurricular activities. 
As my stress over the oncoming heat peaked, I reached out to 
Carolyn Stocker to see if she might be interested in running 
with me from 10 p.m. to midnight… helping me log a handful 
of additional “cool nighttime” miles. And thus my official start 
time moved to 10 p.m. Friday night. 

Vermont 100: Backyard Edition 

by Amy Rusiecki 

UltraRunning 
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[Backyard Vermont 100, continued from previous page] 

On Friday, I spent the morning at work, hoping to leave 
by 11 a.m. but not sneaking out until 12:30. After a few er-
rands and organizing gear, I popped some melatonin and 
snuggled into bed around 2:30 p.m. I think I caught an hour 
or so of sleep before my phone woke me up with text mes-
sages. Some texts were thanks to well-intentioned friends 
wishing me luck on the following day. However, some were 
work-related (i.e., cooling shelter logistics) and I had to wake 
up enough to respond. I couldn’t get back to sleep after that, 
so I vegged out in bed until my husband Brian came home 
around 7 p.m. He took one look at me and the fact that I was-
n’t sleeping, and said, “if you’re not going to sleep, then let’s 
go start logging miles.” We got out the door around 7:45 p.m. 
on Friday night… and thus, with no fanfare but with Brian at 
my side, my journey began.  

~~~~~ 

As I started my 100-mile adventure, Brian and I got to see 
the sunset, cruised past some farms playing “name that vege-
table,” and hiked up Sugarloaf Mtn. Carolyn joined me at 10 
p.m., as planned, and we shared another two hours of roads 
and trails. Things felt good, though it was sticky and the night
-time air wasn’t exactly cool.  

At midnight, Kristin and Craig joined me for the long 
“overnight” shift. We ran to Mt. Toby where the plan was to 

run over to Bull Hill and meet my friend Nick around 2 a.m. 
Unfortunately, we got a bit turned around at some point in 
this journey and made a few U-turns – it’s hard to follow 
blazed trails that you don’t know well in the middle of the 
night! At one point we had to pull out a phone and use map-
ping apps to find out where we were. However, I took solace 
in the fact that this was different than a race (or even an FKT). 
In those events, getting lost is extra time and extra mileage; 
today every mile counted regardless of whether it was intend-
ed or not! We ultimately met Nick around 2:30 a.m. 

From there, Nick led us from Bull Hill to his house which 
was about 3 miles away via trail. He and his wife Sarah, who 
typically captain the Spirit of ‘76 aid station at the VT100, in-
stead set up an aid station at their house for us. There was 
even an inflatable Uncle Sam! We refilled bottles, shoved cal-
ories in our mouths, and then Nick led us back to Bull Hill.  

The second crossing of Mt. Toby involved less U-turns, 
but instead accidently took us over Bull Hill – a climb that I 
had been trying to avoid. But Kristin, Craig, and I made our 
way back through the trails and ultimately back to my house. 
The sun had come up at some point, but the humidity was so 
high and the fog so thick that we didn’t notice. Craig ran 
about a marathon with us, and I passed the 50-mile marker 
around about the time when I shut my headlamp off. Things 
were feeling good! 

As Craig left us, Abby Mahoney and Danny Hartman 
joined for a few hours. Kristin, now about 50K into her run, 
was still feeling great and moving well. My energy during 
these two hours somehow went from “A-OK” to “horrible” in 
the span of a few miles. I ran (well, at least respectably 
shuffled) the first several miles with Abby and Danny, and 

UltraRunning 

Nightrunning (photo by Craig Reed). 

[Continued next page] 

Kristin, Amy, and Craig crossing the Connecticut (photo by Craig Reed). 
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[Backyard VT 100, continued from previous page] 

then was reduced to a walk (on flat ground) as the wheels 
became dislodged. Still, we were making forward progress – 
sometimes, all you can hope to do is to continue to move no 
matter how slowly. 

We returned home after a long lap around Sugarloaf. 
Kristin was only a handful of miles away from completing her 
40 miles and I was about 65 miles into my adventure. Grant 
Ritter has shown up to guide me through the next several 
hours of running! The plan was to finish out Kristin’s 40 miles, 
and then run over to Toby where we would meet and share 
some miles with Greg Tew. However, I sat down in the camp 
chair in my backyard and stared blankly at Grant. Kristin got 
restless enough to do a lap of my neighborhood (just over a 
mile) on her own, in hopes that I would regroup by the time 
she returned. However, on her return she found me still in 
that camp chair. She did another lap, and I was still sitting 
there. Her watch registered mile 39 of her 40th birthday cele-
bration run, so I got up to join her for a lap of the neighbor-
hood, as I needed to at least share the finish with her.  

She finished, refreshed a bit, and then headed out to care 
for her daughter Lyla. I sat back down in the camp chair and 
blankly stared in Grant’s direction. And sat. And stared. Mind 
racing, body immobile. For how long, I can only guess (see 
opening paragraphs…). 

What finally broke the momentum, or lack thereof, was 
someone suggesting that I go inside to take a shower. I don’t 
know if I was so stinky (and sticky) that they thought I should 
wash off, or if they thought that some good cold water would 
cool down my core, or if they just thought it would be a good 
way to reset. Either way, I went inside, took a relatively quick 
and cold shower, washed off a few chaffing areas, and suited 
up in fresh clothing.  

I was ready to move again. My mind had switched over to 
“finish the f*cker” mode and it was game on. In the heat of 
the day, my movement still wasn’t swift and I was walking 
more than I was running, but I was out of the chair and log-
ging distance. The miles after that were slow – and time be-
comes jumbled in my mind. I know that I was joined by 
friends – Grant, Tom Davidson, Clara Wagner, Mae Polson, 
and Leah Jacobson-Hardy each joined me in turns.  

The day got hotter, the sun shone brighter in the sky, and 
we started determining routes based on where we could find 
the best shade. A road that was baking in the sun at one point 
would be covered in beautiful shade patches on my next pass. 
I alternated between trying to run through the shade and 
walk in the sun (to run when it was cooler), but sometimes I’d 
run through the sun and walk through the shade (to get a bit 

more time in the cooler shade). These were the games I 
played in my mind to keep moving. David Martula popped 
out of his car, wearing his Vermont 100 aid station captain’s 
hat, to cheer me on at one point – you’ve gotta love small and 
supportive communities! 

Over the final 40 miles, I never ventured far from my 
house. I found that if I could return to my home aid station 
every hour or so, I could hose myself down, shove ice in my 
sports bra, and keep myself relatively cool. That was the for-
mula that worked at this point. My neighbors started to no-
tice how many times I had run by in the course of the day, 
and a few of them started asking questions as I passed. The 
folks across the street from me sat on their front porch with 
drinks in one hand and cow bells in the other, to cheer me on 
every time I returned. 

In my last few hours, my house started to feel more like a 
true race aid station, as a few friends appeared to support 
me, adding some incredible energy. Grant returned for my 
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Triumphant on the bike trail (photo by Grant Ritter). 

Neighborhood miles in South Deerfield (photo by Grant Ritter). 
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last lap, and we were joined by Steve Pelletier and Matt How-
ard. I had 4.5 miles to go, and my only goal was to finish be-
fore I needed a headlamp again. My legs actually felt so much 
better than they had 30 miles earlier, and I found myself do-
ing more running than walking. Maybe I just wanted to be 
done, maybe I could “smell the hay,” maybe I was buoyed by 

the fact that I was actually going to do this stupid thing, may-
be it was that the temperature had dropped a bit and shad-
ows had grown longer.  

My last mile was one more lap of my neighborhood. I was 
tired and not saying much, so Grant played Final Countdown 

and a few other songs on his phone. Nearing 
my house at the end, Kristin and Lyla cheered 
me on, my neighbors rang their cowbells, and 
Grant’s phone was blaring awesome pump-
up music. My watch beeped 100.00 miles. I 
was f’ing done! 

My backyard felt like many 100-mile finish 
lines – with little fanfare and surrounded by a 
small number of friends. I had all I needed – a 
comfy camp chair to sit in, cold beer in my 
hand, and a few friends to listen to my ram-
bling thoughts. It truly felt like nearly any 
other ultra finish line. 

Looking back, I am proud that I ran 100 miles 
on my own, especially without the logistics or 
pressure of a race environment to facilitate 
it. I am stoked that my efforts helped to fund-
raise over $10,000 for Vermont Adaptive. I 

am so grateful for an amazing community of 
runners that supported my crazy idea, whether by donating 
to Vermont Adaptive, sending me notes of support, or sharing 
miles – they all added to the success of my adventure. COVID 
has often left me feeling lonely and isolated, and this experi-
ence gave me a slice of normalcy during this crazy year.  

***** 

Amy is a SMAC member from South Deerfield. 

[VT 100, continued from previous page] 
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The backyard aid station (photo courtesy Mae Polson). 

Matt Howard, Steve Pelletier, and Amy in the day’s last light (photo by Grant Ritter). 

[Vermont 100, continued from previous page] 

That’s a wrap (photo by Grant Ritter). 
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The Running Life 

Sometime this past winter I started noticing that for any 
given “segment” on Strava (a stretch of road or trail between 
a set point A and a set point B), my average heart rate 
registered higher than other people’s, including many I know. 
Then later I was having a (pre-pandemic) beer with SMAC 
member John Herron at Zack Livingston’s new Floodwater 
Brewing Co. in Buckland, and he mentioned he’d noticed that 
my heart rate seemed fairly high when he looked at the data 
for one of my runs on a route near his farm in Shelburne. 
Those two pieces of information bonded with each other and 
bounced around in my brain, causing a bit of a ruckus for a 
while. Fear took root. Was my heart rate too high?  

My Not-So-Impressive Actual Max HR 

According to my watch, my resting HR is great. Just what 
you’d expect from a lifelong distance runner. Overnight lows 
in the high 40s and low 50s. And I know from a battery of 
tests related to a weird medical emergency a few years ago 
that my heart is in great shape. It’s just that my average HR 
for a given run is higher than it is for others, and my HR can 
climb very high during hard races or workouts, higher than it 
does for others (for example, it would go to 190 or so while 
climbing the Thunderbolt Trail during the Greylock half-
marathon race; didn’t seem weird to me at the time until I 
realized that it didn’t go nearly as high for others at my pace).  

SO. With all that data and background info yelling at me, 
I started to consider: Why is my stupid heart rate so high 
when I’m running? Is there... something wrong with me?  

Figuring Out What Heart-Rate Training Actually Even Is 

Then this past June I started researching the question. I 
quickly found lots of instances of people talking about HR 
training vs. zone training. Here’s how I understand it: In zone 
training you spend a certain percentage of your weekly time 
in each of five HR ranges; the idea is that it’s smarter training 
and you recover faster. This is where Barry Auskern’s “keep 
your easy days easy” comes in. So far so good.  

I also found a zillion references to the Maffetone (“Maff”) 
method of HR training. It’s important to recognize while Maff 
training is related to zone training, it isn’t really the same 
thing. In Maff training you calculate a max HR that somewhat 
maddeningly isn’t your max HR. It’s your highest recorded 
heart rate minus your age and some other modifications. 
Anyway, as I understand it, the idea is that you train for a 
certain period of time, usually a few months, at a lower HR 

than you’re used to, without ever going over your max, until 
you “reboot” or “reset” your baseline. If your watch or HR 
monitor tells you that you reached your max on a run, you 
either slow down, walk, or stop until it comes down. Period. 
After two (or more) months of doing this, you should be able 
to do a run at a similar intensity under similar conditions with 
a significantly lower heart rate.  

I wasn’t sure about the science behind the notion (I 
mean, is such a reset even possible?). After doing a bit more 
research it became clear that a lot of people buy into the 
notion and swear by it. So “what the hell,” I figured. I didn’t 
have anything to lose by trying it out. Since we were deep in 
the pandemic times and there were no races to prepare for, it 
seemed like a reasonable time to test it out for myself.  

I decided I would not be forking over the cash to follow 
the Maffetone method directly, though. For one thing, I’m 
not made of money here. And also that just seemed kind of 
cult-like to me; for a fee you too can see the secrets and reap 
these rewards. Not for me, thanks. I figured if it was a real 
thing, and not just a cash-grab fad, I ought to be able to find 
free sources of advice and information. And I did.  

In mid-June I began trying out a self-imposed regime of 
low-heart-rate (LHR) training that would likely last most of 
the summer. In my case I estimated my max HR to be roughly 
140. Close enough, anyway; I don’t need exact science here. I 
promised myself I would do my best to not go above that.  

So how did it go? Well, truthfully it was pretty frustrating.  

An Exercise in Patience 

Just as I started this experiment on myself in mid-June, 
the summer started to get hot. Real hot. Not like “over 100 
degrees” hot, but the “temps in the 90s and grossly humid for 
long stretches” kind, with overnight lows rarely getting down 
to 60 degrees. It turns out low HR training is extremely hard 
in high temperatures and/or humidity. The body’s radiator 
system needs to work harder to keep you cool as you rev 
your runner’s engine, and your heart rate goes up as a result.  

So I walked a lot. I changed my watch’s warning when I 
hit 140 from a beep to a far-less-annoying vibrate. Any kind of 
hill would cause my HR to spike above 140. And my pace 
hovered around 10-minute miles. Very occasionally faster in 
ideal conditions like a dry, cool morning; more often slower in 
the oppresive, muggy late-afternoon conditions that I usually 
run in (I’m just not a morning runner).  

The Sunken-Cost Fallacy (Low Heart-Rate Training in Summer) 

by Ben Kimball 

[Continued next page] 

http://benkimballphotography.blogspot.com/2019/02/medical-stuff.html
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Fortunately I genuinely don’t really care that much what 
other people think about me. Thankfully. Otherwise social 
media would have destroyed my ego as people saw my pace 
per mile slow drastically from 8:30 to 10:30. That didn’t stop 
me from whining about it from time to time, though. After 
one such sullen venting, local running legend Mike McCusker 
commented simply: “Patience.”  

Fellow SMAC-ster Sri Bodkhe also offered some good 
nuggets of wisdom, and passed on wise tips from coach Rich 
Larsen. SMAC president Dawn Montague, who had gone 
through a similar process (I think in the spring?), provided a 
good source of inspiration, as her running fitness seems to 
just keep getting better and better all the time. And a few 
other runners I see on Strava, including Colleen Keenan and 
Sue Tarnawa, also seemed to be attempting the same thing at 
more or less the same time; they experienced a lot of the 
same frustrations, and that was helpful to see.  

A Perfect Storm of Factors Stacked Against Me 

By mid-July it was clear that this was going to be one of 
the hotter summers on record. Death Valley hadn’t yet hit 
that highest-temperature-ever record, but the writing was on 
the wall. Low HR training was definitely sucking all the joy out 
of running. I considered quitting LHR, but then I wrestled with 
a version of the hidden-cost fallacy in which I told myself that 
I’d come too far already to quit now, and that I’d never want 
to have to start this process over again. So I just kept at it 
(not being able to see the future, I didn’t foresee continued 
“Really Hot Summer” and “Eternally Ongoing Pademic”).  

The one exception I made was for trail running. It’s no 
secret that I just love it. And I love exploring. And no way was 
I going to stop. But something about being on trails just sends 
my heart rate over 140 within a few feet of starting out. 
Walking was fine (HR around 110 to 120). But the second I 
started jogging my HR would spike over 150 or 160. It was as 
maddening as a cloud of deerflies. I wanted to run trails, not 
hike them. So I just accepted that there would be occasional 
workouts that didn’t hit the mark and hoped that the result 
would just be a slower process rather than a total loss.  

I took a socially distant jog on trails in Vermont with Tom 
Van den Broeck Raffensperger, who is a few years older than 
me but had started low HR training several months earlier, 
and we compared beats per minute. His heart rate was at 
least 20 bpms lower than mine. That’s a lot! It was almost 
scary for me to see those numbers side by side. All the more 
reason to stick it out and see if I couldn’t fix what was wrong 
with me, I thought.  

The Summing Up 

And that’s more or less where I am today. In the past 
week or so, temperatures have moderated slightly and I have 
found it significantly easier to run a given route at slightly 
faster paces with the same heart rate (i.e., an average of just 
below 140). Which means maybe it’s working? Maybe I 
actually am rebooting my system and allowing myself to train 
at lower heart rates for the same amount of effort? And thus 
will be able to train smarter and recover faster? Or maybe it’s 
just gotten cooler out. Only time will tell. I’m only 10 weeks 
into this, and probably set myself back considerably by trying 

to do it during a particularly hot 
summer and not giving up trail 
running. If the (very slight) 
improvement holds, I’ll begin to 
work in small amounts of acute 
speedwork and/or hill training 
and see how that goes. Stay 
tuned for the next chapter, sure 
to appear right here in the next 
issue of The Sun!  

***** 

Ben is a SMAC member  
from Greenfield. 

Adventure Running 

[Low HR Training, continued from previous page] 

Left: Tales from the Loop 

One benefit of LHR training was more 
time to slow down and take photos 
like this one from a favorite local loop 
run up in Shelburne and Colrain.  
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The Running Life 

In past issues of The Sugarloaf Sun (Nov 2015 and Nov 
2019), you have been treated to essays by John Stifler and 
Jeannie LaPierre about aging as runners, and adjustments 
they each have made as a result. Though I cannot admit to a 
close reading and understanding of their thoughts, what I 
have understood is that they seem to have gained some de-
gree of acceptance and appreciation of the changes that have 
occurred in their running lives due to aging.  

I applaud their coming to terms with their aging and the 
effects that have occurred. (Aside: Jeannie’s “decline,” as re-
flected in her current running times, would make me ecstatic. 
OK, not ecstatic, but rather grudgingly pleased.)  

But I have to say that their reactions are pretty much not 
mine. People who know me would not expect me to be as 
positive as they are of the effect of aging on running. (Editor’s 
note: see Dave’s excellent essay on the matter in the Mar 
2016 issue.) 

I am told I have no choice but to accept this change (or 
be miserable). However, I would hope some of you would 
agree that there is a spectrum (“Life is gray, not black nor 
white.”) here. I admit I would be tending towards the 
“miserable” end of the spectrum, but as far as I’m concerned 
that’s OK with me. This is not an “either/or” decision. Life is 
much more complicated. Simplistic answers do not impress 
me (“Ya gotta accept reality.”). BS. 

I have not totally accepted the effects of aging on my 
running. Yes, I’ve been slowing down for a long time (I never 
was really fast). And, in spite of what friends may say, I have 
come to accept a lot of it. But the recent precipitous decline 
in performance bothers me. I have been checked out physi-
cally by more than a few doctors. Nothing really turned up. 

So, I am faced with “dealing with it.” And am told to deal 
with it and get used to it. “Be thankful you can run at your 
age.” Again, I call BS. I will, of course, do the best I can, and I 
also will accept results which reflect the best I can run for the 
particular distances.  

I guess I just have trouble with those who advise me to 
“get used to it.”  

I look to a couple of writers who had particular view-
points about dealing with the challenges of aging. Dylan 
Thomas, in the famous poem below, is talking to his dying 
father. Though I don’t necessarily agree with or understand 
his thought that older men should fight fiercely and strongly 
against death, I do pick up a feeling to “fight the good fight.”  

“Do not go gentle into that good night” 

Do not go gentle into that good night, 

Old age should burn and race at close of day; 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

Though wise men at their end know dark is right, 

Because their words had forked no lightning they  

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright 

Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay, 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light.  

Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight, 

And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way, 

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight 

Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,  

Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 

And you, my father, there on the sad height, 

Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray. 

Do not go gentle into that good night. 

Rage, rage against the dying of the light.  

 

Next up is author Joan Didion, who, at a commencement 
address at the University of CA, Riverside, urged the students 
to do more with life. She implored them:  

“...Not just to endure it, not just to suffer it, not just to 
pass through it, but to live in it… to live recklessly… to take 
chances. To make your own work and take pride in it. To seize 
the moment. And if you ask me why you should bother to do 
that, I could tell you that the grave’s a fine and private place, 
but none I think do there embrace. Nor do they sing there, or 
write, or argue, or see the tidal bore of the Amazon, or touch 
their children.* And that’s what there is to do and get it while 
you can and good luck at it.”  

*(She could have added “nor do they run.”) 

OK, it is a stretch. But she had a message for all aspects of 
living, and her message to get on with it, (if not “rage”), and 
not just suffer, rings true to me.  

 Though she was addressing the graduating class, i.e., 
young people, I felt some connection to what she had to say. 
She was not talking about running in old age, but I felt she 
almost could have. 

Another View of Running in Old Age 

by David Martula 

[Continued next page] 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2015-11_v2.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2019_issue6_NovDec.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2019_issue6_NovDec.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2016_issue2.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2016_issue2.pdf
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The Running Life 

[Rage Against the Dying, continued from previous page] 

I find their words motivating. (Some may feel I have mis-
interpreted their words. However, I believe, like music, that 
whatever way it makes you feel, even if it is not exactly what 
the writer or composer meant, is just fine.) 

 ***** 

David is a SMAC Board member from Hadley, and serves as 
the club’s Treasurer. His emotional reaction against the idea 
that one should just accept what is happening in old age is 

surely one we can all identify with on some level. 

 

 

Some of David’s Recent (and not so recent) Running Stats 

Marathon  

1989 (April) – Big Sur Marathon; 7:05 per mile  

3:14:14 – age 44 

2008 (March 1) – Snickers Marathon – Albany, GA – 3:19+ 
– almost age 63 – flat course. 

2016 (April) – Big Sur Marathon – 4:40 – tougher course – 
one week or so after a miserable Boston (4:47:00).  

 

Half Marathon  

2005 (age 60) – 1:31:00 in Westfield. Donna Utakis and 
the Coffee Cake Club runners got me in shape. 

2018 (November) – 1:58:00 at UMASS Amherst. 

2019 (age 74) – 2:05:00 on an easier course in Hartford. 

10K 

1988? (December) (age 43) – 5:58+ per mile  
Peter Gagarin got me in shape. This was the only time 
that I ever beat Bill Romito at any race.  

1989 (February) (age 43, almost 44) – 5:09 mile  

2020 (February 29) (age 74) – 8:31 per mile on the same 
10K course as above. 

If I run 10K races 2:30 minutes/mile more slowly, is that 
normal?  

 

50 Miles  

In my 60s: 7:51:00 in CT – 11:40  
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The following is a list of all current SMAC members as of about mid-August, 
2020. If you don’t see yourself on the list, please go to the membership page on 
the club’s website to join or renew. You can join now and be a member for the 
remainder of this year (and then need to renew again in 2021), or you can wait 
until October and renew for 2021 (and also still be current for the final three 
months of 2020). Note that the COVID-19 situation significantly flattened our 
membership curve sometime around March and numbers are well down for the 
year, particularly due to not being able to have the youth track leagues.  

***** 

Ericka  Emerson  Easthampton 

Adam  Engel  Florence 

Roma  Estevez  Shelburne Falls 

Mike  Fadel  Greenfield 

Brian  Farrell  Gill 

Justin  Fermann Montague 

Matthew Ferrari  Florence 

Robert  Fiedler  Greenfield 

Jeff   Folts  Hatfield 

Brenda  Fortin  Williamsburg 

Jamie  Frank  Deerfield 

Haliyah Friedman-Kassis Northampton 

Jennifer  Garrett  Greenfield 

Marie  Gauthier  Shelburne Falls 

Vincent  Gauthier  Shelburne Falls 

Bryn  Geffert  Amherst 

Henry  Geffert  Amherst 

Terri  Geffert  Amherst 

Rich   Geffin  Southampton 

Flannery  Geier  Shelburne Falls 

Karin  George  Florence 

Brigid  Glackin  Florence 

Rachel  Glick  Colrain 

Virginia Glick Krezmien Colrain 

Miodrag  Glumac  Easthampton 

Rhys  Godin  Florence 

Maggie  Goff   Northampton 

Abbie  Goldberg Easthampton 

Rebecca  Gonzalez-Kreisberg Amherst 

Natalie  Goodridge Southampton 

Don   Grant  Northampton 

Joseph  Greco  Leeds 

Janet  Grimes  Northampton 

Rebecca  Groveman Easthampton 

Paul    Hake  Leyden 

Ted   Hale  Florence 

Brian  Haley  South Deerfield 

Jenni  Haley  South Deerfield 

Lilly   Haley  South Deerfield 

Carla  Halpern  New Salem 

Becky  Hanna  Greenfield 

Finn   Hannigan Amherst 

Lynne  Hans  Lake Forest, IL 

Ron   Hebert  Northampton 

Sydney  Henthorn Northampton 

John  Herron  Shelburne 

Alejandro Heuck  Amherst 

Linus  Heuck  Amherst 

Maximo  Heuck  Amherst 

2020 SMAC Membership List 

Membership 

Rachel  Achmad  Easthampton 

Emmanuelle Ahlman  Northampton 

Jeffrey  Ahlman  Northampton 

Katie  Ahlman  Northampton 

Todd  Allen  Shelburne Falls 

Happy  Allen-Shea South Hadley 

Marlo  Allen-Shea South Hadley 

Michele  Andrews  West Hatfield 

Lily   Annear  Leyden 

Madison  Annear  Leyden 

Edward  Appel  Leverett 

Jason  Arble  Holyoke 

Casey  Armanetti Northampton 

Robert  Austin  Northampton 

Addison  Bacon  East Longmeadow 

Charlotte Bacon  East Longmeadow 

Michael  Barlow  Conway 

Vickie  Barlow  Conway 

Melinda  Baughman Greenfield 

Andrea  Belanger  Westhampton 

Art   Belanger  Westhampton 

Dhyuthi  Belur  Northampton 

Tom  Benjamin Haydenville 

Ben   Bensen  Deerfield 

Susie  Benson  Deerfield 

Elena    Betke-Brunswick Hadley 

Catherine Bezio  Erving 

Robert  Bezio  Erving 

Wayne  Borkowski South Deerfield 

Patrick  Boughan Florence 

Phillip  Bricker  Northampton 

Toby  Briggs  Gill 

Trevor  Brightman Deerfield 

Riley  Brown  Turners Falls 

John  Buonaccorsi Shutesbury 

Sam   Busone  Florence 

Jorge  Cabanas  Amherst 

Glenn  Caffery  Leyden 

Ber   Calhoun  Deerfield 

Boden  Calhoun  Deerfield 

Gage  Calhoun  Deerfield 

Sigrid  Calhoun  Deerfield 

James  Callaway Shelburne Falls 

Andrea Tehan Carnes  Vernon 

Joshua  Carnes  Vernon 

Ronen  Carnes  Vernon 

Katie  Carr   Easthampton 

Erin   Cassidy  Northampton 

Anna  Cellucci  Florence 

Leeann  Cerpovicz Granby 

Lawrence Channel  Greenfield 

Sue   Channel  Greenfield 

Leslie  Charles  Chesterfield 

Jackie  Choate  Conway 

Eric   Ciocca  Northampton 

Alicia  Clemente Turners Falls 

Grace  Coller  Shelburne Falls 

Grace  Coller  Shelburne Falls 

Nikko  Coller  Shelburne Falls 

Rose  Coller  Shelburne Falls 

Nancy  Cook  Belchertown 

Kevin  Coyne  Southampton 

Tom  Davidson Florence 

Alex  Davidson Carroll Montague 

Gray Davidson Carroll Montague 

Daryl  Delisle  Easthampton 

Lisa   DeLisle  Cummington 

Lorin  DeLisle  Haydenville 

Nathan  Delisle  Easthampton 

Tom  Derderian Winthrop 

Caprial DiBartolomeo Hadley 

Sylvie DiBartolomeo Hadley 

Emma  Doldt  East Longmeadow 

Lily   Doldt  East Longmeadow 

Mike  Duffy  Shelburne 

Ryan  Dupuis  Highgate, VT 

Michelle  Dwyer  Greenfield 

David  Eisenhauer Amherst 

First Name Last Name City/Town First Name Last Name City/Town 

First Name Last Name City/Town 

[Continued next page] 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/general/join-the-sugarloaf-mountain-athletic-club/
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[2020 Membership, continued] 

Sierra  Robbins  San Francisco, CA 

Bob   Romer  Amherst 

David  Rosenmiller Northampton 

Joshua  Roth  Northampton 

Amy  Rusiecki  South Deerfield 

Pierre Saint-Laurent  Mount Royal, QC 

Judy  Scott  Belchertown 

Rick   Scott  Pelham 

Paul   Serio  Leeds 

Shelley  Seymour Erving 

Garth  Shaneyfelt Greenfield 

Jonathan Shefftz  Amherst 

Alex   Sirois  Florence 

Bobby  Slowinski Colrain 

Evelyn  Smith  Florence 

Kerry  Smith  Florence 

Tristen  Smith  Hadley 

Skip   Soper  Northampton 

Alessandra St Germain Westfield 

Morven  Stables  Florence 

Mark  Staples  Holyoke 

Amy  Sternheim Amherst 

Aaron  Stone  Greenfield 

Kerry  Strayer  Amherst 

Lyla   Tetrault  South Hadley 

David  Theoharides South Deerfield 

Ben   Thompson Williamsburg 

John  Thorpe  Northampton 

Hale  Thurston Northampton 

Stanley  Thurston Northampton 

Sohan  Tyner  Leverett 

Donna  Utakis  Amherst 

Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger Greenfield 

Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger Greenfield 

Ann   Van Dyke Montague 

Gina  Vanasse  Belchertown 

Arcangel  Velazquez South Deerfield 

Louis  Velazquez South Deerfield 

Danielle  Wagner  Haydenville 

Mark  Wamsley Florence 

Silas   Wamsley Florence 

Silas   Wamsley Florence 

Allison  Weeden  Greenfield 

Bozena  Welborne South Hadley 

Fred  Wellman Amherst 

Maggie  White  Greenfield 

Joseph  Widner  North Hatfield 

Brian  Williams  Hatfield 

Katherine Williams  Hatfield 

Taylor  Williams  Hatfield 

Manny  Wineman Northampton 

Francia  Wisnewski Montague 

Alexandra Zaret  Easthampton  

Amalya   Mendelowitz Northampton 

Owen  Miklau  Northampton 

Bailey  Millay  Amherst 

Riley  Millay  Amherst 

David  Mingori  Worcester 

Jeff   Mish  Hadley 

Rebecca  Mitchell  Easthampton 

Dawn  Montague Turners Falls 

Nicole  Moore  Greenfield 

Christine Morin  Orange 

Amelia  Morse  Amherst 

Mike  Murphy  Florence 

Eric   Nazar  Hadley 

Sarah   Nelson   Florence 

Lisa   Newman Northampton 

Tate  Norsen  Florence 

Athena  O'Keeffe  Greenfield 

A   Otrando  Sunderland 

C   Otrando  Sunderland 

Donald  Pacher  Williamsburg 

Michael  Paulsen  Easthampton 

Davin E.  Peelle  Amherst 

Diana M. Peelle  Amherst 

Paul E.  Peelle  Amherst 

Tyson A.  Peelle  Amherst 

Maegan  Pelletier  Granby 

Gram  Pezzati  Montague 

Patrick  Pezzati  Montague 

Gianluca  Pica-Smith Easthampton 

Brian  Pickell  Leverett 

Heather  Pierce  Greenfield 

Eliot  Platt  Florence 

Lucy  Platt  Florence 

Doug  Pratt  Leyden 

Elaine  Puleo  Shutesbury 

Luc  Radding Lussier Florence 

Simone Radding Lussier Florence 

Allison  Reding  Turners Falls 

Colin  Reed  Westfield 

Craig  Reed  Westfield 

Duncan  Reed  Westfield 

MaryBeth Reed  Westfield 

Mo  Reed-McNally Amherst 

JoEllen  Reino  South Deerfield 

John  Reino  South Deerfield 

Jim   Reis   Northampton 

Jim   Reis   Northampton 

Dashiell  Rendulic  South Hadley 

Lachlan  Rendulic  South Hadley 

Charlotte Lettis-Richardson  Sisters, OR 

Cara  Rigali  Montague 

Chloe  Ritt   Florence 

Grant  Ritter  Montague 

Michael  Hoberman Shelburne Falls 

Ella   Hoogendyk Florence 

Liam  Hoogendyk Florence 

Dang  Huynh  Northampton 

Danielle  Ignace  Williamsburg 

Aditi  Jayashankar Florence 

Bryant  Johnson  Easthampton 

Aleks  Kajstura  Sunderland 

Ava   Keller  Northampton 

Max   Keller  Northampton 

Kevin  Kells  Whately 

Sarah  Kells  Whately 

Peter  Kennedy  Bernardston 

Ben   Kimball  Greenfield 

Annie  Kleeman  Belchertown 

Silas   Kleppinger Easthampton 

Amanda    Koppenheffer Leyden 

Anders  Krause  Easthampton 

Ashley  Krause  Easthampton 

Ross  Krause  Easthampton 

Soren  Krause  Easthampton 

Christopher Krezmien Colrain 

Dashiell  Kruckemeyer Holyoke 

Clare  Kurtzman Holyoke 

Jeanne  LaPierre  North Granby 

Lorraine  Lapointe  Bernardston 

Richard  Larsen  Shelburne 

Lucy  Leete  Ashfield 

Jeffrey  Levreault South Hadley 

Gabe  Lewis-Kulin Northampton 

Zack   Livingston  Buckland 
Jagger  Lloyd  Easthampton 

Kristin  Loiko  South Hadley 

Laura  Luker  Greenfield 

Marc  Lussier  Florence 

Tai   Ly   Amherst 

Tiffany Lyman-Olszewski Easthampton 

Bridget  Macdonald Montague 

Sadie Mahon-Moore Leeds 

Stephenie Maldanis Belchertown 

Jennifer  Martin  Shelburne Falls 

David  Martula  Hadley 

Ethan  Mattei  West Springfield 

Mark  Mazzola  Easthampton 

Karen  McAmis  Northampton 

Audra  McGee  Easthampton 

Lucas  Mcgeoghan Florence 

Jodi   McIntyre Conway 

Alice  McKeon  Worcester 

Charlotte McLaughlin Shelburne 

Dennis  Meehan  Easthampton 

Membership 

First Name Last Name City/Town First Name Last Name City/Town 

First Name Last Name City/Town 
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Flash SMAC 

Five Years Ago at the Bridge of Flowers 10K… Some 2015 Photos by Ben Kimball  

Al Ladd (with Owa Hughes in hot pursuit at back left) 

Jan Tyner Sohan Tyner 

Pete Kakos  

Michael Hoberman 

Leanne Cerpovicz 

Elena Betke-Brunswick 

Christine Morin and Nan Mead Francia Wisnewski Tom Raffensperger Don Grant 
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Upcoming Events (Really!) 

The Village Ultra 

Saturday, September 5 to Sunday, September 6, 2020 in New Salem, MA 

 This year, The Village Ultra (TVU) event will still be held in-person on the New Salem Common. As always, TVU is a low-
stress, non-competitive event. The two goals of this event are to help every participant (who wants to) reach a PR and to raise 
money for community assistance. This year, we are raising money for our tiny regional elementary school, Swift River School. 
SRS is an amazing place, noteworthy for being both a school in a region where many families are living in poverty or are food-
insecure, while also being a commendation school. In other words, SRS is an amazing school that brings a fine education to kids 
in a poorer community. That is rare and beautiful. We call it “Small School Big Heart.” My own three children are all SRS grads 
and they enjoyed it very much. 

 Participants have three options for TVU: 24-hour, 12-hour, and “drop-in.” Registration for the 24-hour and 12-hour are on 
runreg. The drop-in is what it sounds like: Participants can show up any time from 7 p.m. Saturday evening to 7 p.m. Sunday 
evening and pay $10 per hour for however long they want to run. Donations are also gratefully accepted.  

 Participants will have the choice of four different courses of varying terrain and distance (quarter mile is the shortest; 2.4m 
is the longest). Terrain varies from pavement to dirt to trail to grass. Most of the courses are hilly. Participants can run/walk 
any course(s) in any order they want. There are no DNFs; 1/4 loop is all that is needed to be a “finisher.” Participants can run 
for 24 hours straight or walk a quarter mile or anything in between. I really try hard to personally cheer on each participant, 
sometimes running or walking with them, to help them reach their goals. Then I rub my hands and do my evil laugh and push 
them to exceed their goals! This is a great event for a first Half/Marathon/Ultra. 

 Each participant will receive a prepackaged race bag with a shoelace, color coded beads, a wooden medal, and a race num-
ber. Participants choose their own race numbers by picking a number that is meaningful to them. It does not have to be a 
whole number or a positive number or a rational number. It can be a variable. It can be a formula or equation. With each loop 
of each course, participants will string an appropriately-colored bead onto the shoelace (extra beads will be provided if neces-
sary!). When done, they will string the medal onto the shoelace and have a race souvenir with their own personalized mileage! 

 We have had to make a few changes this year to keep people safe. Due to COVID-19, there will be no aid table; partici-
pants will need to bring their own fuel. We will have first-aid, emergency water, and electrolytes. We’ve also had to limit the 
event to 50 people total (including volunteers) and to limit people to residents of Massachusetts, or, with certain precautions, 
residents of NH, ME, VT, NY, CT, NJ, and Hawaii (residents of these states will have to show a negative COVID-19 test taken 
within 72 hours of the race or sign an affidavit of quarantine for the past two weeks prior to the race). No one will be per-
mitted to participate or volunteer if they experience COVID-19 symptoms prior to or during the race. Participants and volun-
teers will be required to wear face coverings that cover the mouth and nose when social distancing is not possible. Masks/
buffs/gaiters are all acceptable. Virtual participants are always welcome and will receive medals.  

Register online at https://www.runreg.com/the-village-ultra  

Questions? You are welcome to pm me or email me (Carla Halpern) at msviennared@gmail.com  

https://www.runreg.com/the-village-ultra
https://www.runreg.com/the-village-ultra
mailto:msviennared@gmail.com
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Upcoming Events (Really!) 

Don Maynard Memorial 5-Mile Road Race 

 As many of you know this year’s Maynard Race, our 26th, is going virtual. Here’s the scoop: we’re giving you a two-week 
window of Sep. 12th to Sep. 26th to run the 5-mile course. You pick the day and the time; all we ask is that you run the actual 
course. Entry is free and you can sign up here: dmmrace.com. There is a donation option if you feel inclined to support our 
scholarship fund. We will be awarding 5 random prizes from all of our entries and giving out a special prize to our 26th finisher.  

Summit Run 5K 

 The Summit Run is going virtual! Check the SMAC Face-
book page for an announcement about the details and regis-
tration. People will have basically a week to go run the 
course (Saturday. Sept. 19th to Sunday the 27th). It will cost 
$10 to run, and $10 for a SMAC buff if you want one.  

Bondcliff (B. Kimball photo) The Lost Races crew at the Mill River Rec Area in Amherst (see cover story). 

No worries; we have a map! (see cover story).     The best-laid plans. 

Socially distant SMAC Board “Summit” run jog  
on the trails of Dry Hill in Montague in late July; 

most of the time we just do Zoom meetings!  

https://www.facebook.com/Don-Maynard-Memorial-5-Mile-Road-Race-332126953642946/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWgt1FXtxq4WdocynU47ElzRocOMp4YLzQaf2aOOocnXnz87mH_ZRkZkOT8banETmU7TAaXVClk4iPwxzlAp6jH1D5Zd6FkfGh2xwiQaoi2BpndGPzzum41Tga55-4O4Nz3my-f-TQUWKjkQruh11fP2Jj5XoV-XNFV
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fdmmrace.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3l-2qwaggK4VS33aghxYj4EmBP1FrPwtJ_i6my3S0Gi3HjNp4Dyh1fgqM&h=AT1di32R9NfLAxuAX419cCK8aADxmwekIY_kvJn3mp8Dg4U4NYZj9dIkSixuVsEokh8LYiJxFO_q2A6R9i9PHkM8gNr8FJmZLgfYFtkHQyrSFUCjVUc_yKRNh3CEQ
https://www.facebook.com/Don-Maynard-Memorial-5-Mile-Road-Race-332126953642946/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWgt1FXtxq4WdocynU47ElzRocOMp4YLzQaf2aOOocnXnz87mH_ZRkZkOT8banETmU7TAaXVClk4iPwxzlAp6jH1D5Zd6FkfGh2xwiQaoi2BpndGPzzum41Tga55-4O4Nz3my-f-TQUWKjkQruh11fP2Jj5XoV-XNFV
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Parting Shot 

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!) 

Local runner Greg Tew sets off on foot up into the majesty of a Mt. Toby morning (photo by Grant Ritter).  

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2020 

A proud member of 

Bull Hill Beckoning 

https://www.runreg.com/smacmembership0

